Grade 10a
Task 1 – Part 3
Creating mixed media artwork

My Supervillain and superhero City
Exploring Mood, atmosphere and depth in a practical artwork

You have examined formal elements such as depth, mood and atmosphere in a Superhero city scape; the
characteristics of your chosen supervillain using a mind map and developed an alternative character and story
line for the reformation of your villain. It’s now time to create your own mixed media artwork where you tell
your story with your supervillain in a city scape setting.
You should have developed your theme through the process of investigation, discovery and reinvention that
you have gone through by doing Part 1 and Part 2 of this task. You are now ready to take it all a step
further for the origination of your own artwork.

Creating the setting for your story
You are going to explore a mixed media approach to the creation of the work. First you are going to create a
setting in which the story takes place – just as a play write would consider the stage setting and mood in
which the story action takes place.
Mood is most important in an artwork as it serves to enhance what the artist is trying to say in his/her
artwork. We examined what mood is in a painting and how it might be achieved through the manipulation of
the formal elements of art when we examined the Gotham cityscape. Elements such as choice of colour, light
source, shading, hard and soft edges, perspective, atmospheric depth and composition all contribute to
creating the artist’s desired mood in a work.

Image 1: Collage of a cityscape using
coloured magazine paper.

The first part of the task is to develop
your setting which will support the story
that is being told. The characters and
specific details of the story will be
included after this. For this city scape
background, you will use collaged
elements and work into this using acrylic
paint or black fine liner.

Take your work through the following steps in order to build a rich, interesting surface:

Step 1: Collect a substantial amount of
magazine scraps that you can use to
develop a collage. Look carefully at the
colours and textures that you find
interesting or suitable for the theme that
you want to portray. Do not just use
whole pictures as you find them. You
need to manipulate what you find into
something new. You are going to use the
coloured pieces of paper as if it were
paint.

Step 2: Once you have gathered enough
coloured paper, start to cut and tear it into
shapes, forms and pieces that you can use.
Place them onto your piece of paper. Use a
sheet of paper the same size as that found in
your journal – you can use a single page or a
pair of pages which face one another if you
wish to go larger. Do not glue anything in yet
– develop your idea. Start with the
background elements first – build your image
from the back towards the front, incorporating
more and more detail as you go.

Step 3: Use your strong Ponal or Alcholin
cold glue and glue down the broadest
background elements first. Do not worry about
small details at this stage.

Step 4: Continue with this process of building up the image in steps
by including more and more details from the back of your picture to
the foreground – from broad areas to more detailed ones. Here
Michelle has started developing ominous clouds in the night sky.

Step 5: More broad, rough detail is incorporated. Finer detail will be
developed with the addition of more cut magazine paper.

Strp 6: More forms are added to develop the forms and broader details
of buildings showing linear perspective qualities

Final art work: Draw your final details onto a good piece of paper. Work with materials such as black felt tip
pens, fine liners, white correction pen and paint to create finer detail and contrast into the work.
Sources of images:
Collage of cityscape 1: https://www.andyburgessart.com/cityscape/nxn4hrghb8iyis1xm0hyvizdknnfrd
Collage of city scape 2: https://megancoyle.com/2019/01/14/cityscape-collages-from-london-england/

Collage Steps of Gotham City and supervillain: done by Michelle Welvering.

